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1. Pink Mamma
in Paris,
designed
by Martin
Brudnizki,
was a finalist
in the 2018
Hospitality
Design Awards
for casual
restaurant.
©JAMES MCDONALD

2. The design
is nostalgic
at Bud &
Marilyn’s in
Philadelphia.

©NADINE ROVNER

3. The golden
exterior of
Bullion in
Dallas, Texas,
references the
restaurant’s
namesake,
the gold
bullion issued
under the
French Minister
of Finance
Claude de
Bullion under
Louis XIII.
©EMILY ANDREWS

hen Philadelphia-based restaurant designer
Kate Rohrer first met with chef Marcie Turney
to discuss a new restaurant concept, she began
by teasing out memories of the chef’s Wisconsin
childhood. “She told me all about her grandparents
and how she would visit them at the diner they ran
[in her hometown] and how those times sparked her
interest in food,” says Rohrer.
Named in honor of Turney’s grandparents, the
restaurant Bud & Marilyn’s opened in Philadelphia
a few summers ago offering spins on the food
and beverages—such as cheese curds and Shirley
Temples—that Turney recalled so fondly. But way
before the curtain was lifted on what’s proven to be a
very happening spot, “we started thinking about how
we could evoke that sense of nostalgia through the
design,” says Rohrer. “We did a lot of visualizations. We
went over photos and details and finishes and colors to
see what kind of responses they brought about.”
For some time now, restaurateurs faced with pouring
considerable amounts of time and money into crafting
a fine dining experience have understood that the look
and feel of a place can be as important as its menu
and service. And, increasingly, thanks to the advent
of social media platforms such as Instagram and a
preponderance of bloggers, consumers have come to
rely on a more visceral response to a restaurant, one
that includes not only mouthwatering images of food
but also artful shots of the spaces themselves.
We’ve all become adept at picking up on visual cues.
White tablecloths and dim lighting? Probably fancy.
Terra-cotta pots and blue porcelain tiles? Expect
Mediterranean-tinged cuisine. Carpeted floors and
pleated silk sconces? Might be a great place to take
mom. Exposed ductwork and live-edge tables? Hey,
this place probably just opened.
Whether layered or minimalist, romantic or industrial,
old-world or startlingly contemporary, a restaurant’s
design “works to create atmosphere and activate
the space,” says Martin Brudnizki of Martin Brudnizki
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Design Studio, based in London and New York City,
which has designed restaurants all over the world.
“Great design pushes a restaurant way beyond an
arrangement of chairs and tables in a room. Lighting
is incredibly important, for example, and so is the
structure of the place. I’m always trying to solve
problems: How does the kitchen work? How can we
make sure that the waitstaff and diners don’t crash into
each other? How can we activate the space, whether
it’s with a dynamic bar or with an open kitchen? After
these considerations, you come to the fun stuff related
to colors and materials.”

Whatever great design is, we know it when we see it.
And its happy presence turns a regular restaurant into
a delicious destination that travelers will go out of their
way to visit. Consider Le Train Bleu, the Art Nouveau
extravaganza at Gare de Lyon in Paris, a palatial vision
glittering with gilt, frescoes and crystal. Its cuisine is
better than might be expected from what’s become a
tourist favorite, but in a city of truly magnificent eateries,
no one goes there for the food; they go to soak up a
Versailles-like environment. The same is true of those
who make the pilgrimage to Sketch Gallery in London
to immerse themselves in designer India Mahdavi’s
jewel-box homage to millennial pink. Reviews of its
pricey menu offerings may be mixed, but its sumptuous
decor of curvaceous banquettes clad in the prettiest of
peony-hued velvet garners raves.
“Restaurants have become an escape for people,”
observes Rohrer, who has designed restaurants in
Philadelphia; New York City; Hollywood, Florida; and
Montréal. “Diners want to feel good. Of course, you
can enjoy a great meal in a space that doesn’t excite
you, but when a restaurant hits the mark and things
like its decor, lighting and sound are all in sync with
its food and service, then the result is a powerful
narrative, a story that you remember and you tell
others about.”
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Today’s restaurant designers view their work as both
a response to and an encapsulation of a restaurant’s
raison d’être, a subtle but clear signal to diners of what
they can expect. Bud & Marilyn’s story, for example,
is told through a comfortable space—complete with
familiar mid-20th-century decorative touches such as
walls paneled in wood and booth dividers fashioned
from yellow bottle glass—that, while deeply personal
to Chef Turney, resonates with anyone who came of
age during the era.
“We approached this as if it were someone’s den or
living room, asking ourselves what kind of furniture and
lighting would they have during that era? What kinds
of knickknacks?” says Rohrer. “Marcie remembered
her grandparents as having a lot of brass eagles, so
we’ve introduced some Americana pieces. And there
are shelves filled with record albums and board games
and, because we’re in Philadelphia, that aspect of her
life shows up, too, in glassware with images of the
Liberty Bell on them and books about the city.”
The finishes are slightly elevated, and the tchotchkes
are thoughtfully curated; avoiding kitsch and grimaces
was a concern, Rohrer says. “The owners were worried
that people who grew up at that time might not be
particularly fond of some of those elements,” she says
with a laugh. “For someone younger like me, it seems
cool and retro. That sort of balance can be hard to nail.”

Designers can be similarly challenged when dealing with
a specific cuisine like, say, French. The design clichés—
whether brass rails or zinc countertops—can come
fast and furious. With Monkitail, a Japanese restaurant
in The Diplomat Beach Resort in Hollywood, Florida,
the owners weren’t interested in the typical Japanese
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setting “of gold Buddhas and red lanterns. But because
they’re so much a part of our subconscious, we decided
to turn these motifs around,” Rohrer says. “We used
them as tools and asked, why has this become a cliché?
What can we do with that to make it our own? We want
people to notice and appreciate them while recognizing
that there’s something a bit different going on.”
So the hanging light fixtures retain the folds and
geometric forms of paper lanterns, but they are totally
white and resolutely rectilinear—not red and circular.
Other references are more direct—such as in the
occasional appearance of the Japanese snow monkeys
that give the restaurant its name—but they’re not in
your face. Instead, a careful diner will notice them
cavorting in silhouetted swirls of an iron grate or spot
one perched amid the sake bottles behind the bar.

4. The Bar Room
at Temple Court
in The Beekman
hotel in New
York City
©JAMES MCDONALD

5. Brudnizki
designed
Annabel’s
in London
as an ornate,
adorned
fantasy.

©JAMES MCDONALD

“The only way to avoid the overly familiar is by not
re-creating the past,” observes Brudnizki. “It’s easier
when you’re handed a great space, then the food
concept almost doesn’t matter.”
That was the case at The Beekman hotel in New
York City, an adaptive reuse of a Financial District
building with plenty of 19th-century details. For the
hotel restaurant, Temple Court by Chef Tom Coliccho,
Brudnizki and his team took their cues from the
building’s historic bones, using the same classic marble
and brass accents that would have adorned it when it
housed dozens of law offices.
“Everything was already here for us to work with, that
authenticity and rawness and that sense of a specific
time and place in Manhattan,” Brudnizki says. “The
idea is that this restaurant is just a natural evolution; it’s
as if it’s always been there.” Restaurant-goers can be
transported back in time, in other words, while knowing
that they are savoring the very latest in luxury dining.
Fall 2018
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At Annabel’s in London, Brudnizki aimed for a different
kind of transporting experience. “Here, the concept
was more important than the building, even though it’s
also a beautiful historic structure,” he says. Offset by
its encrusted plaster ornamentation, dramatic coffered
ceilings and ornate staircase, this private club is
adorned as if it were an “incredible fantasy, almost like
Alice in Wonderland,” Brudnizki adds. With silk-draped
walls, fanciful painted mirrors and ceilings, patternon-pattern upholstery, and a knock-em-dead women’s
bathroom covered top to bottom in floral chintz and
featuring rose onyx shell-shaped sinks, Annabel’s
is a maximalist’s dream, a visual tour de force that
encourages the eye to travel—and never rest.

Many of Rohrer’s restaurants, including several in
Philadelphia—Double Knot, Harp & Crown and her
recent addition for the iconic White Dog Cafe—more
literally take diners on journeys. Sprawling over two
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or three floors, turning corners and running along
hallways, mixing bright tropical environments with
dark clubby ones, they offer places to be seen—and
places to hide. With Monkitail, Rohrer responded
to the restaurant’s situation as part of a 1,000-room
convention hotel.

6. Monkitail is
a Japanese
restaurant at
the Diplomat
Hotel in
Hollywood,
Florida.
PHOTO BY
CRAIG DENIS

“We imagined all of these people running around all
day; it’s bright and sunny everywhere; they’re in and out
of meetings,” Rohrer says. “We wanted to create the
complete opposite of that: a dimly lit, textural restaurant
that has lots of intimate spaces instead of one giant,
open fishbowl like you find on a convention floor.”

7. Annabel’s
in London

The goal: to make dining at Monkitail the most
memorable moment of a conventioneer’s trip. “With a
well-designed restaurant, you’re getting a glimpse into
an environment or locale that you might not otherwise
have discovered,” Rohrer says. “You can feel the
energy of the destination; you can interact with locals;
you can explore neighborhoods. The first thing I tell
my friends when I get back from traveling is, ‘Oh my
God, you have to go check out this place.’”

9. Shelves of
books and
portraits
of famous
authors
ornament
Temple
Court at The
Beekman in
New York City.
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8. The bar space
at Bullion in
Dallas
©EMILY ANDREWS
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